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Abstract
In this paper we review a number of statistical methods and techniques
that are applied in auditing. Fírst, a brief introductíon is made into
what auditing means, how it works, and when statistics comes in. In the
subsequent sections we will go in to:
- testing and estimation procedures, leading to decision rules used
by auditors to determine their sample sizes, and leading to tech-
niques to estimate the population qualíty from the sample results;
- methods to ascertain a stipulated quality of a population if er-
rors found during the statistical procedure can be corrected;
- the methodological question how to use information about the
population quality that is gained prelimínary to the drawing of
the sample. In this section, we present a Bayesian model to
overcome the well-known drawbacks of the audit assurance model
which is used by many auditors.
Sommaire
Dans ce papier nous nous proposons de passer en rewe un certain nombre
de méthodes et de techniques statistiques que 1'on applique dans la
science de 1'audit. Dans une introduction sommaire nous nous arréterons
d'abord sur ce que signifie 1'audit, sur son functionnement, et sur les
possibilités d'application de la statistique. Dans les sections suívant
nous traiterons:
- des procédures de test et d'estimation qui mènent à des regles de
décision utilisées par les auditeurs pour déterminer 1'effectif de
leurs échantillons et qui mènent également à des techniques pour
estimer la qualité de la population-parent à partir des résultats
de 1'échantilon;
- des méthodes pour assurer une qualité déterminée d'une population-
parent lorsque des erreurs découvertes pendant la procédure sta-
tistique peuvent être corrigées;
- la question méthodologique du comment utiliser 1'information sur
la qualité de la population-parent obtenue avant le tirage de
1'échantillon. Nous présentons un modèle Bayesien pour éviter les
désavantages bien connus de 1"'audit assurance model" utilisé par
tant d'auditeurs.
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1. Introduction
Most corporatíons and many non-profit organizatíons yearly produce
financial statements consisting of a statement of profits and losses
and a balance sheet of assets and liabilities. The first contains en-
tries like e.g. sales, costs of sales, selling expenses, income taxes,
the second entries like cash, receivables, inventories and buíldings as
assets, and loans payable, accounts payable and stockholders as liabi-
lities. These accounts are made for the sake of parties interested in
earnings, financíal position and contínuity of corporations and non-
profit organizations; one may think of shareholders, government agen-
cies, tax officials, and so on.
In many countries these financial reports are considered to be of so
much ímportance that it ís legally required not only to publish them,
but also to have these financíal statements examined on their reliabi-
lity by an impartial and independent expert. This work is being carried
out by auditors.
It is the audítor's task to give a statement that a firm's balance
sheet and profíts- and losses account give 'a true and fair view of
profits and losses wíthin the clients book year, and of the client's
assets and liabilities at the end of that year'. (Translated from the
officially prescribed phrases for Dutch auditors; in other countries
different, allied, formulations are used). To enable the audítor to
make such a statement, he should obtain sufficient appropriate sudít
evidence.
The way an auditor obtains this evidence is rather complicated. He does
not just check directly the data mentioned in the yearly financial
reports, if that were possible at all. Once an auditor accepts the
engagement to perform an audit, an audit process is carried out accor-
ding to an audit plan laid out in several phases. To get a rough idea
we may paraphrase this process as follows.
1. In the first phase the audit plan is developed. This preliminary
phase deals with the decision how to perform the audit. The prepa-
ration of the audit strategy is based on a study of structural and
procedural measures of the firm's accountíng organization (AO for
short) and ínternal control (IC) procedures which are part of the
accountíng system.
The AO has the primary responsibilíty for supplying reliable
information in all aspects; it has the potentialíties to cor-
rect errors during accounting handling. Management is respon-
sible for implementation and execution of IC.
2. This is followed by an evaluation and testing of the proper wor-
kíng of the internal controls. This phase is generally called
'compliance testing'.
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3. The third phase, called 'tests of transactions', is aimed at the
data resulting from operational activities ( stream of transac-
tions) and other data-files from which the financial statements
are prepared. In this phase it should be determined that the fi-
nancíal statements reflect the necessary information correctly and
clearly.
The audítor's evaluation of a firm's AO and IC is therefore a very
important part of the audit process. This evaluation will often induce
the auditor to give recommendations onto how to improve aspects of
AO~IC. This can eventually lead to the idea that the main task of the
auditor ís not just to evaluate the reliability of the financial state-
ments, but to assist an organizatíon in such a way that by continually
improving AO~IC a situation ís created in which relíable financial
statements will be produced almost automatically. In this respect, the
tasks of auditors may either be more concentrated on yearly reports or
more on AO~IC (depending on national traditions, type of clients, and
so on), but 'an audit' always implíes more than just evaluating yearly
financial statements.
In view of such a broad commitment it ís not amazing that there are
rich opportunities to apply statistical sampling methods. Since about
the beginning of the 1960's, this is really being done; not only in
theoretical articles but also in practice. However, many statisticians
may be very surprised about the statistical methods used. Besides sound
procedures, many questionable practices are applied.
As it is not possíble to discuss all existing problems and methods used
we have to restrict ourselves to a few of them. We wíll shortly review:
- (some) testing and estimation procedures (section 2);
- the Average Outgoing Quality Limit method (section 3);
- the question how to integrate all sources of available audit
information (section 4).
2. Testing and estimation procedures
2.1. Nomenclature
A random sample of n items ís taken from a population consisting of T
monetary uníts divided over N strata (invoices, wage slips, entries in
a computer file, etc.):
- in a monetary unít sample (liUS) these n items are taken from the
population defined as the sequence 1,2,...,T. Each monetary unit
ís of equal importance to the audit, and (~because it) is supposed
to have the same probability of being an error.
We emphasíze that MUS samples are not equivalent to PPS (probabi-
lity proportional to size)- samples, as is often stated, for exam-
ple by Cox and Snell (1979) and Godambe and Thompson (1988).
Contrary to PPS-sampling, in MUS-sampling an invoice (stratum) can
be sampled more than once because more than one monetary units
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belonging to that invoice have been drawn. Moreover, in a popula-
tion monetary uníts may be present that do not belong to an exis-
ting invoice;
in a'strata unit sample' (SUS) these n items are taken from the
population defined as the sequence 1,2,...,N. Each stratum is of
equal importance to the audit, and (~because it) is supposed to
have the same probability of being an error.
The fraction of errors in a population, either as a fraction of T, or
as a fraction of N, is denoted by p. The number of errors in the sample
is k(random variables will be underlined in this paper), which follows
a hypergeometric distribution. Often, thís probability dístribution is
approximated by a binomial or a Poisson dístribution.
2.2 Hypothesis testing
The most general formulation of the statistical test is:
Ho : p 5 po against H1 : p~ pl.
H is rejected if k exceeds a critícal value k and H is rejected if k
dóes not exceed a value k. If k falls in betwéen, thé sample size is
increased, and new valuesok and k1 are calculated. This test can be
seen as the most informativé method: the auditor is able to test his
ideas on the required quality of the population, under the restrictions
that both the type I and type II errors are below a chosen critical
level.
Practical drawbacks of more-stage and sequential sampling procedures in
an auditing context are mentioned in Kriens (1979). As a consequence of
these drawbacks, most auditors prefer fixed-sample size methods. More-
over, they prefer to choose identical values for po and pl, and test
the set:
Ho : p~ po against H1 ' p~ po'
This particular set of hypotheses ís taken, instead of its reverse,
because now the type I error implies rejecting p? p when in fact p?
p holds, so wrongly accepting a population. This iso of course, much
móre important to the auditor than not rejecting p? p when p G p
holds: wrongly rejecting the population. o 0
Sample sizes are calculated for different values of ko and ~o from:
P[ k s k ~ N or T,n,p ] 5 0 .
0 0 0
How auditors choose ao will be the subject of sectíon 4.
In many sampling manuals used by audit firms, a chart like chart 2.1 is
available, to be used in monetary unit samples in the following manner:
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1. determine the critical error for the population to be audited, p
as a percentage or p T as an amount; o
2. determine the presuméd error amount p'T, the amount of errors that
is expected to be present in the population;
3. compute p'T as a percentage of p T;
4, read k from the chart in the rowocorresponding with a percentage
that is at least equal to the result of step 3;
5. follow that row to the sample size correponding to the critical
error rate p .0
If the sample of the size determined as described above yields a number
of errors equal to k, the following conclusions can be drawn:
- the Poísson upper 958-confidence limit for the amount of errors ín
the population equals the critical amount p T;
- the best estimate for the amount of errors ~n the population
equals (k~n)T, so, at least the presumed error amount p'T.
Chart 2.1: sample sizes and acceptance numbers for different values of














0 3.00 08 300 150 60 30
1 4.75 5 218 475 238 95 48
2 6.30 5 32~ 630 315 126 63
3 7.76 ~ 398 776 388 156 78
4 9.16 5 448 916 458 184 92
5 10.52 s 488 1052 526 211 106
An example: population size 1 million, ~-0.05 and p-28, presumed
amount of errors 8000. This amount equals 408 of theocritical amount of
errors. The row 'S 44~' and the colomn '28' of chart 2.1 intersect at
k-4 and n- 458.
If, in a sample of size 458, 4 errors will occur, the 95B-upper limit
for the population error fraction will be 916~458- 28, and the 'best
estimate' will be 4~458 of 1 million - 8734.
As statistícians, we think this method is not as straíghtforward as it
is presented. First, the problem is a problem of hypothesis testing,
but it is not explicitely formulated as such. Second, we have doubts
about the use of a'presumed error', determining the acceptance number
k. Third and perhaps more important, is the consequent neglect of the
fact that though the type II error has implícitely been weighed against
sampling costs, it is therefore not yet equal to zero.
A Bayesian framework, expressing the notion of 'presumed error' toget-
her with the specification of a loss function, may lead to a solution.
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Key input to efficiently use the above method is the presumed value p'
of p. As can be seen from the chart, it ís efficient for an auditor to
use the upper row of the chart. In other words: if it can be assumed
that the population contains no errors, a relatively small sample can
be audíted to efficiently assess the hypothesis that the error rate
will not exceed a critical value.
2.3. Discovery Sampling
In coa~pliance testíng, the auditor only uses statistical sampling if he
presumes that he can rely on the AO~IC; j ust to get more evídence, and
to confirm thís presumption, he draws a sample. As a consequence,
usually one major devíation of prescribed rules implíes rígorous action
on behalf of the audítor (Arkín, 1984). Compliance testing in this
manner can be reformulated statistically as carrying out the test:
Ho: p- 0 against H1: p~ 0,
wíth acceptance number ko-0.
One of the major advantages of thís specific set of hypotheses is that
the probabilíty of a type I error is zero by definition: perfect popu-
lations cannot render errors in samples. The probability of a type II
error (wrongly accepting a population) is, of course, a decreasing
function of the actual value of p, decreasing more steeply for larger
sample sizes.
The auditor chooses a sample size by stipulating a critical value p
and a maximally tolerated probability of a type II error Bo: o
general form Poisson binomíal
P[k-0 ~N,n and p] 5 B e(-npo) ~ g (1 p)n ~ g0 0 0 0 0
n ? (-ln Bo)~po n ? (-ln Bo)~(ln(1-po)).
The choice of the parameter p in Discovery Sampling is made by the
auditor using the notion of máterialitv. In this con[ext, the notion of
materiality is that number of errors in a population that may not pass
unnoticed through an audit sample. On the problems of choosing B we
wíll come back in section 4. o
With both parameters chosen, the decision can also be formulated as:
'if the populatíon error fraction exceeds p, the probability that the
sample is nevertheless errorless may not exceed Bo'.
Remark 2.1
This sampling procedure is very popular amongst auditors. However,
it is not uniformly most efficient in the sense of Ghosh (1970),
that is the (sequential) curtaíled sampling procedure (Ghosh, p.
106-107).
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Kriens and Dekkers (1979) used arguments stemming from the audit ap-
proach to rephrase the general statistical testing problem, presented
in section 2.2, into the problem of confirming the assumptíon that
certain types of errors do not exist in a population to be audited.
Their definition of these 'certain types of errors', or, as van Baten-
burg and Kriens (1989) call them, 'major errors' is founded on the
audit strategy referred to in section 1:
The operation of the AO~IC is tested by checking whether potential
errors ín a population that has been generated by the accounting
system under audit have suffíciently been covered by the accoun-
ting organization and~or by measures of internal control.
In this sense, a major error is defined as a symptom of insufficient
AO~IC. Therefore, the hypotheses are set in a way that only a sample
with no errors will lead to acceptance of the population. The conse-
quence of the occurrence of already one major error in the sample is a
rejection of the null-hypothesis. It is, however, not a rejection of
the 'fairness' of the population: it is a rejection of the assumption
that the auditor can rely on the AO~IC in his verdict on the popula-
tion. The auditor, therefore, will have to perform additional audit
activities to assure the fairness of the population.
2.4 Error evaluation using attribute sampling
In the third phase of the auditing process, the auditor is often con-
fronted with the following problem: there is a population of book
values (trade-debts, cost invoices, purchase ínvoices, wages); a small
portion of these values may be in error, it is assumed that all errors
are positive, i.e. the book values exceed the audit values. The auditor
needs an estímate for the upper bound of the total error in the popula-
tion. In such a situation it is natural to compute a confidence upper
bound.
Classical methods, based on a sample of entries and using the normal
approximation, mostly do not lead to satisfactory results because of
the small number of errors ín the sample.
The earliest more satisfying solution to this problem was given by van
Heerden (1961). He suggested a systematic guilder (dollar) unit sample
and assigned possible errors to specífic guílders in the entries. In
this way a sample-guilder was either ríght or wrong, and so, by classi-
cal attribute sampling techniques, he could derive an upper bound for
the total error amount pT in the population.
Though a great step forward as compared to classical procedures based
on an evaluation of entries, the method is unsatisfactory from a sta-
tistical point of view: much information in the sample remains unused.
An important improvement of the method is credited to Stringer (1963)
and has become well known through publications of a.o. Leslie, Teitle-
baum and Anderson (1980). Wíth this improvement a question many audi-
tors had struggled on was answered:
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'what happens íf I fínd an invoice on which 100 (monetary units)
have been paid, but is only worth 80 1'
In van Heerden's approach, auditors decided by the quality of the ac-
tual selected monetary unit within the item, using the convention that
a possible error is located in the top monetary units of an item. In
this example, there would therefore be 808 probability of finding 0,
and 208 of fínding 1 error. Leslie et al suggested that each monetary
unit of the invoice should be consídered as being '208 in error', or
'208 tainted'. Their 'tainted attribute' upper confidence limit is
calculated by the aíd of charts. The underlying mathematical formula-
tion is:
k
gt(k,o )-g(O,o ) t E t(i)~I8(i,a )- B(i-l,o )1,0 o i-1 0 0
in which g(i,a ) denotes the upper limit of the 100(1-a )8 confidence
interval for (np) using the Poisson distribution with ioerrors, and
t(í) [he taínting of the i-th error, in a sequence from highest to lo-
west tainting percentage.
The use of the tainting method - often called 'Combined Attríbutes and
Variables (CAV)-sampling' - is so widespread that it can be regarded as
the standard evaluation method for auditors. To a statistician, this
might be a bit surprising, realizíng that:
25 years since the bound gt(k,a ) was proposed, there has still no
theoretical justifícation been óbtained for it;
many publications refer to simulation studíes which provide strong
empirícal evidence of the conservativeness of the obtained upper
bounds. However, only a few authors, for example Leitch et.al.
(1982), actually present their simulation results;
also this method does not exploit all information available in the
sample results.
Remark 2.2
Cox and Snell (1979) state: 'Arguments based on treating the con-
stituent "pounds" as independent elements seem to us (..) suspect,
although the conclusíons are broadly correct', and treat the samp-
ling procedure as equivalent to random item sampling with probabi-
lity proportional to size.
In our opiníon their objections against monetary unit sampling are
incorrect, as are the arguments by Smith (1979).
Fienberg, Neter and Leitch (1977), referríng to thís lack of proof of
the tainting method, use a multinomial distribution approach to calcu-
late upper bounds for the amount pT. There is a point of arbitrariness
in their approach, and the calculations are tedious. Leítch et. al.
(1981, 1982) cluster observations to simplify the computations; in
spite of the loss of efficiency due to clustering, their method is
reported to compare favorably with the bounds gt(k,a ).0
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Quite a different approach uses Bayesian inference to incorporate prior
ínformation that is often available in audit environments (a.o. Felix
and Grímlund, 1977, Cox and Snell, 1979). Just as an illustration, Cox
and Snell consider a population with a small fraction phi of the book-
values having a positive error. This error, expressed as a fraction of
the booked value, is assumed to have an exponential dístribution with
parameter l~p. Next, they conceive phi and 1~~ as random variables with
índependent t-prior dístributions and derive the posterior distribution
of p-si - ghi ~~. Using this distribution, an F-distribution, an upper
bound for the total error p-si ~ T can be computed. Their approach was
critícally evaluated by a.o. Moors (1983), Neter and Godfrey (1985),
Moors and Janssens (1989), and was also part of many simulation stu-
dies.
For the time being, the overall conclusions of this section are:
- in practice, almost always the bound gt(k,a ) is used;
- many alternatíves have been suggested; o
- there is no definite answer available to the question under what
conditions which method is best.
For a more comprehensive discussion we refer to Tamura ( 1989), pages
13-23.
2.5 Error evaluation using variables sampling
Most important difference between attribute sampling and variables
sampling is that not the sample item's quality, but its value is asses-
sed. In auditing, this value (called the 'book value') is compared with
a true value (called the 'audít value'). Furthermore, variables sam-
pling methods are only useful once errors have been found, because
these methods of estimating a'true' populatíon value can all be inter-
preted as tests whether the population mean monetary value of the er-
rors significantly díffers from 0. So, if no errors have been found,
this decision has become trivial, and the sample results can only be
ínterpreted as a SUS-sample with no errors, yielding an upper limit for
the number of errors in the populatíon of items.
As a consequence, estimation methods may lead to an approval of a popu-
lation consisting of entries containing very many errors, provided
their distribution is reasonably symmetrical around zero. Therefore, it
is not only important that the value to be approved lies within the
confidence interval, but also that this interval is relatively small.
Suppose a sample xl x2,..,xn of item values has been randomly taken
from a population of 3tems, and the sample mean x and its estimated
standard error s(x ) are calculated. Assuming normalíty of the popu-
lation item valuesa the t-distribution (c.q. the normal distríbution)
is used to construct a 100(1-a )8 confidence interval for the unknown
population mean p. Multiplicat~on by the population number of items N
gives a confidence interval for the audít value of the population which
can be compared to the value to be audited T.
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In practíce, this interval using the "direct estimator" x~ is often too
wide to have any use ín the auditor's decision process. Táking a larger
a is senseless for that process, and increasing the sample size will
ogten be too expensive, for the interval width decreases with the squa-
re root of the sample síze. So, the auditor has no other choice than to
use auxiliary variables to decrease the standard error of the estimator
for ~a. Luckily, in an audít environment there often exists an auxíliary
variable wíth a known population mean.
In inventory audits, for example, the audít values are the sample re-
sults found by the auditor (xl,x2,...,xn). The auxiliary variable is
the book value: the n inventory values according to the client's admi-
nistration (yl, y,.. ,yn) of the items corresponding to the sample
ítems 1,2,...,n. ~urthermore, the client's administration yields values
N and T, so the population mean of the sample (yl, y2,...,yn) is knownand equal to T~N.
The difference estimator x is an unbiased estímator for the true popu-
lation mean p, and after multiplication by N an estimate for the un-
known inventory value results. The formula for ~ is:
.x~, - xd f( T~N - Xd ), or
~, - T~N - (X-x)d.
The second formulation can be interpreted as: adjust the population
mean of the auxiliary variable by the sample average of errors ín that
value. The first formulation says: adjust the direct estimation for the
sample bias found.
In this concept, it might be possible that not necessarily 1008 of this
sample bias is the best way to adjust the direct estimate. To find the
'optimal adjustment' we consider the variance:
s2~ - s2(xd) t sz(Xd) - 2 cov(Xd~Xd).
This expression will change if we employ an adjustment factor b~:
s~~~ 6 s~(Xd) t b~~ s2(Yd) - 2 b~ cov(24d~Xd),
so the optimal value of s2 ' ís when its first derivative wíth respect
to b~ is 2ero (and the secónd is positive). This implies that b~ has to
equal the regression coefficient b of x on y:
b- covíXd~Xd)rs2(Xd) - cov(x~X)~s~(X)~
and the 'best' difference estimator is the regression estimator:
xr a xd t b ( T~N - Xd ).
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Of course, this estimator is not unbiased, but its bias is very small
as long as b is close to 1. Its variance is slightly smaller than s2
and very small compared to that of the direct estimator: v
s2r ` s2(Xd) (1- r~(X.Y)).
in which r(x,y) is the correlatíon coefficient between the x- and y
values in the sample. Back to auditing, it is the correlation between
the book values and the audit values of the n inventory items, so both
r and b better be close to 1.
2.6 Some additional remarks
2.6.1 'SUS or MUS'
The auditor will normally choose a SUS sample for audíts on non-finan-
cial errors, or on financial errors that can be either positive or
negative. A SUS sample will, in attribute sampling, always result in an
evaluatíon of the number of errors in the population of ítems, without
any linkage to its financial consequences. In variables samplíng, SUS
samples are preferable because a mean monetary value per item is esti-
mated.
A MUS sample will normally yield an evaluation of the number of errors
in the population of monetary units, but only as far as positive errors
(overstatements by the client) are concerned. The sample is taken from
the monetary units recorded, rightly or wrongly, by the client; it can
not be taken from the monetary units wrongly not recorded. Generally
speaking, SU5 is to be recommended in attribute sampling for audits on
'incoming flows of money', and MUS on 'outgoing flows'.
2.6.2 'Cellsampling'
Nowadays, most auditors use cellsampling, which means that the popula-
tion is divíded into n(equal) parts, and from each cell one random
item is selected. In MUS samples, items larger than twice the cellsize
will always be audited. Therefore, their evaluation can be performed
separately from the other items: errors found in these items need not
be extrapolated by means of interval estimation methods. Further advan-
tages of cellsampling to the auditor are:
- the subjective notion of 'representativeness' of the sample: to
the statistician, a random sample may be unevenly dispersed over a
population, but the auditor feels best at ease when his sample
intensity is constant over the client's book year;
- the possibilíty of inerging, or, alternatively, division of popula-
tions: once the cellsize T~n has been determined, the population
size can be increased or decreased, but the size of the sample to
be audited is merely a result of counting the number of cells, and
the audit perspectives as defined in monetary values are still met
as specified before;
- finding the smartest fraud: as Kríens (1968) proved by formulating
and solving minimax problems, the smartest fraud will minimize the
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probability of being detected by dispersing his faults evenly over
the population. The smartest auditor will therefore maximize this
minimízed probability by evenly dispersing his sample.
Cellsampling has one disadvantage: the sample is in fact not a random
sample of size n, but n random samples of síze 1. Hoeffding (1968)
showed that the probability distribution of sample errors can still be
approximated by a binomial distribution. His conclusion did not as much
affect audítors, because their majority used Poisson or binomial tab-
les, but it may have been a disappoíntment for an eager statistician
who had programmed a hypergeometric distribution on hís computer.
2.6.3.'How random is my sample ?'
Since van Heerden's systematic sample approach, most auditors have
learned that a random sample is to be preferred over the risk of an
unnotíced systematic error pattern. In the meantime, charts of random
numbers have been replaced by random number generators (RG's). But not
every calculator or PC has a good RG (Park and Miller, 1988), and not
many auditors have thought about the question how to define a'good'
RG. Many audit firms have even centralized the actual production of
random samples out of a standpoint of quality assessment.
Speaking for ourselves, we have found out that the majority of RG's
available do not pass the 'portability test'(Knuth, 1981), implying
that the same RG-computer code, supplied with exactly identical inputs,
may produce different samples on different computers. For supervising
and quality control this is very unattractive, because documentation of
merely these inputs does not bear enough information.
Furthermore, many RG's render a scaling problem, because ~~e random
numbers produced are drawn from the range between 1 and 2-1 and then
multiplied by the ratio between population size and 32767. In fact the
sample therefore only consists of multiples of this ratio: in a popula-
tion size of 1.000.000, only 3.38 of the population can be represented
in the sample!
We have solved both problems by ímplementing a'portable' RG in LISP,
using a subtractíve instead of a multiplicative iteration scheme
(Elsas, 1989).
3. The Average Outgoing Quality Limit method
The Average Outgoing Quality Limit sampling system was developed in the
thirties by H.F. Dodge and H.G. Romig (1959). AOQL can be used to ensu-
re that after inspection the average percentage of defectives in a
series of populations will not exceed an imposed proportion p, by
taking random samples from each separate population and testing their
elements. All errors found are repaired or corrected, but if the number
of errors k in a specific sample exceeds a crítical value k, the popu-
lation from which thís sample was taken is rejected, implying that all
its elements have to be tested and all errors have to be corrected. The
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value of k can be varied (and sample size varies consequently); its
optímal vaQue minimizes total inspection costs assuming a particular
quality of the population before treatment.
AOQL was one of the various methods developed for use in the manufactu-
re of communication apparatus and equipment for Bell Telephone Systems.
The method was translated for applicatíon in an auditing environment by
a.o. Cyert and Davidson (1962), Kriens and Dekkers (1979) and Arkin
(1984), and for application ín the control of accounting processes by
Kriens and Veenstra (1986). In thís settíng, AOQL is successfully ap-
plied by the auditing firm Touche Ross Nederland and by a number of its
clients for many years.
Unfortunately, the statistical derivation presented by Dodge and Romig
is not completely correct, resulting in sample sizes [hat are sometimes
incorrect, and sometimes in suboptimal values for k. In van Batenburg
and Kriens (1988) some of these errors were shown, ánd an improved
model was described.
The original version of the model by Dodge and Romig is as follows. In
a population of N elements there are M errors. The number of errors in
a sample of size n, denoted by k, is assumed to follow a Poisson dís-
tribution with parameter np (p-M~N). If the number of errors in the
sample does not exceed k only these errors are corrected, otherwise
all elements of the popuQation will be tested and, if necessary, cor-
rected. The expected value of the number of elements to be inspected is
therefore:
I- n P[ l~k ] t N P[ lcvk ].
0 0
Dodge and Romig (mistakenly, as will be shown further on) state that
the average number of errors removed equals pI. This leads them to the
average fraction of errors after AOQL- treatment (pA):
PA - (M- PI)rN - P (N-n)IN P[1~koJ.
The relation between p and p, for given values of N, n and k could
be drawn to show that ~or small values of p, the curve ís soméwhat
below the bisector; there is a maximum for p- p and the curve approxi-
mates 0 for p tending to 1. If we conceive p as a differentiable func-
tion of p, the value of p can be found by equating the derivative of
pA to p equal to zero andosolving for p:
P[k5ko~npoJ - npo P[k-kolnpo] - 0.
Dodge and Romig present charts of the values of x-np and y-xP[k 5 k]
for k -0 to 40. The maximum value of pA~ in whích pohas been replacéd
by poo is pL. Usíng x and y, pL can be shown to equal:
pL (l~n-1~N) y.
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For an ímposed pL, n can now be solved as a function of N and pL (and
implicitly, a function of k):0
n- NY ~ (NpL}y).
Because n ís still a function of k, there are an infinite number of
combinations (n,ko) which satisfy ghe condition pA 5 pL. Dodge and
Romig tried to find the combínatíon that minimizes the expected number
I of elements to be inspected, using an estimate of the fraction of
errors before treatment, p~. Even within their own model, however,
their tables do not always present the optimal values, cf. Hald (1981)
and Veenstra and Buysse (1985).
Taking k-0, the average number of items corrected is 0 when the popu-
lation is accepted and M when it is rejected. The expected number of
corrections is therefore M P[k~0], and not:
pI- np P[k-0]t M P[k~0].
Van Batenburg et al (1987) show that in the general model, the diffe-
rence between the average number of corrections and pI is that between
E(k~k5ko) and E(k), and that ignoring this difference implies, as an
ultimate consequence, that dpA~dp ~ 0 for every 05p51.
So, we can conclude that Dodge and Romig's concept still holds, but
their mathematical model has to be rewritten. Therefore, consíder the
expected outgoing quality E[pA]:
k
E[pA] - ~ (p-k~N) P[k-k].
k-0
When N is 'large', k~N and n~N will be small enough to be ignored, so k
can be seen as Poisson distríbuted and it is easy to show that the
minimum value n~ of the sample size that fulfils E[pA] 5 pL for every p
ís:
n~ - Y~pL.
When N is 'small', k has to be interpreted as hypergeometrically dis-
tributed, and complicated computer search is necessary to find n~.
However, this outcome will never exceed y~p I~ . So, for small values of N
taking n~-y~pL will not be wrong, but only ineffícient. A computer
program, made by Philip Elsas of the Touche Ross Nederland Center for
Quantitative methods and Statístics in Common Lisp, has determined the
lowest value of N for which the simple formula n~-y~p yields the nec-
essary sample size. If population size is below theseLvalues N~, hy-
pergeometríc calculations will yield a smaller sample size.
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Chart 3.1: sample sizes from y~pL and critical population sizes N~ for
different ko and pL.
imposed pL sample size from y~pL critical N~
k-0 k-1 k-2 k-3 k-0 k-1 ka2 k-30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.5~ 74 168 275 389 34657 23447 ~104
5
1104
18 37 84 138 195 2233 5770 ~10 90984
1.58 25 56 92 130 104543 2535 18527 20699
2~ 19 42 69 98 ~104 1411 6736 39602
58 8 17 28 39 ~10 300 1492 1077
Some of the results in this chart are quite surprising to us: we would
expect N~ to increase from left to right and to decrease from top to
bottom of the table, but apparently, our subjective reasoning (or our
com~uter program) has not yet been adequate. Furthermore, the entries
'10 ', meaníng that N~ has not yet been found, give us some problems to
thínk of. A possíble explanatíon is that we have compared the hypergeo-
metrically found sample size to the ceiling of y~pL.
4. How to exploit available ínformation in determining sample sizes ?
4.1 Introduction. The Audit Assurance Model
In the last few decades, the sizes of the populations to be audited
have grown, resulting in a necessity to reduce the sample inaccuracy of
the error fraction (to keep the inaccuracy in monetary units small
enough). On the other hand, the pressure on audit costs has made a
reduction of sample sizes unavoidable. Therefore, auditors and statis-
ticians have been (re-)searching for methods that combine confidence
levels the statistician can agree with, inaccuracy levels the auditor
can depend on, and sample sizes the client can afford.
At the same time there was a growing feeling that determining sample
sízes in the classical way - as done in most of the methods described
in section 2- is often unsatisfactory because it ignores avaílable
information about the population to be audited.
To combíne these feelíngs with the problem mentioned in the previous
paragraph, the research has been done along two completely different -
and highly controversial - lines of attack: The Audit Assurance Model
and Bayesian methods. We briefly review the fírst line and will discuss
the second line ín section 4.2.
The Audit Assurance Model (AAM) has appeared in many dífferent forms.
Bailey (1981) presents four, slightly different, models, with the same
objective (quoted from Bailey, page 231): 'the linkage between various
complíance and substantive tests of details together to render a com-
bined reliability measure'. Each of them can be reformulated into:
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OA - 1- Bo(1-A),
in whích:
OA- the level of overall assurance to be attained, the certainty that
the auditor will not miss a material error (an error larger than
the critical error rate p) in his audit;
A- the level of assurance, t~e certainty the auditor possesses that
material errors will either not be present or will have been de-
tected before the population is subjected to sampling;
B- the sampling risk: the probabilíty that a population with a mate-
o rial error will render a sample without an error. (Because the AAM
is applied within the framework of Discovery Sampling, the sam-
pling rísk is formulated as Bo instead of ao.)
In many different versions of the AAM, the assurance (A) is divided
ínto a number of different components, such as inherent assurance,
assurance from analytical review, and assurance from compliance tests.
When the American Institute was still in the first stages of discussing
the Audit Assurance Model, K.A. Smith (1972) already warned:
'No logical basís has been determined for setting the confidence
level correlated with different states of internal control. The
selection of levels to be utílized is completely arbitrary, with-
out any theoretical basis'.
We too do not believe that the AAM gives an adequate answer to the
questions raised. Elsewhere we formulated our objections, based on
arguments from audit theory and statistical and logical arguments
(Veenstra and van Batenburg, 1989, 1990, van Batenburg, Kriens, Lam-
merts van Bueren and Veenstra, 1991).
Conclusion from these papers is that the AAM has been shown to be a
statistically doubtful model, containing variables that should not be
in it, wíth numerical values that can not be validated, and giving
results that are methodologically not valid.
Of course, auditor's knowledge and experience, and the results of pre-
vious audit activities, may not get wasted when the auditor comes to
his audit sample. Some variables in the AAM are good ways to quantify
'professional judgement'. As we have shown, the only problem is that
they do not affect the confidence level used to test on a specific
error fraction. They are all factors that should influence the distrí-
bution of the error fraction itself.
In Bayesian models (e.g. Kriens, 1963, Cox and Snell, 1979, Moors,
1983, van Batenburg and Kriens, 1989, 1991) the same factors can be
incorporated without methodological drawbacks, and in such a way that
the auditor can validate his professional judgement in monetary dimen-
sions.
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4.2 Bayesían methods
4.2.1 Introduction
The applícation of discovery sampling can be interpreted as the calcu-
lation of the sample size n that yields a stipulated upper limit of a
100(1-Bo)B confidence interval for the populatíon error fraction p if
no errors have been found in the sample. When formulating such an in-
terval, the statistician realizes that theoretically all possible va-
lues of p are 0-1008, but that an additional sample outcome will result
in a somewhat smaller interval. Furthermore, a'good' result shifts the
interval towards p-0, and a'bad' result shifts it away from pm0. Sam-
pling can be stopped when the upper limit has descended from 100~ to
p, provided that all outcomes are 'good' ones, so the lower limit is
s~ill 0.
The number of good items ít takes to bring the upper limit down to p
does not only depend on p, but also on the location of this upper o
limit at the start of theoprocedure. Is it really true that without
sampling the upper limit is equal to 1008?. In classical statistical
theory, yes, but supported by Bayesian statistics we can start from a
subjectively chosen upper limit, resulting from professional judgement
and prior knowledge.
4.2.2 Bayesian Discovery Sampling
The model described in van Batenburg and Kriens (1989, 1991) starts by
formulating that subjectively chosen upper limit. From that poínt, the
sample size is calculated to derive the upper limit aimed at by the
auditor. The model itself consists of:
- a Beta prior with parameters 1(yielding a prior mode in 0, con-
sistent with discovery sampling) and s:
Pr(p)- s(1-p)s-1 for 05p51 , Pr(p)-0 elsewhere;
and
- a bínomíal likelihood for 0 errors in a sample of size n:
L(k-Olp~n)- (1-p)n.
Together, we get a Beta posterior with parameters 1(1 from the prior
plus 0 from no errors in the sample) and stn (s from the prior plus n
from the number of errorless sample items):
Po( k-O,n nfs-1pl )- (nfs)(1-p) for OSp51, 0 elsewhere.
This posterior function has to meet the auditor's requirements for
díscovery samplíng in this year, which can now be formulated in terms
of a probability of p exceeding the materiality fraction. So, the para-
meter (stn) has to fulfil:
P(p~po)- Bo so (1 po)nts-Bo, so nts- logBo~log(1-po).
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In the first stage, the prior parameter is deríved from last year's
audit results expressed as a 100(1-B )8 upper confidence límit p~ for
p. In our model we replace this upper limit by the assumptíon:
P(P~P~)- B~, so (1-p~)s-B~ , so s- logB~~log(1-p~).
Some readers have suggested us to take:
P(p~p~)- B~xíl-p~),
because this probability statement can be regarded as equivalent to the
formulatíon of the upper confidence limit on a homogeneous (Beta (1,1))
prior. We, however, do not agree on modelling 'knowing nothing about
p'as a homogeneous prior, and did not follow this suggestion.
Combining the expressions for s from the prior identification and nts,
we get a sample size n that is sufficient for Bayesian Díscovery Samp-
ling wíth parameters BB and p, based on the use of the prior knowledge
incorporated in B~ andop~: o
nB - log Bo~log(1-po) - log B~~log(1-p~).
In practíce, it will be rather unrealístic for the auditor to state
that last year's audit sample evaluation is fully giving the right
prior information for this year's prior probability functíon. There-
fore, we incorporate a weight function f, expressing the size of the
sample to be audited as a weighted average between the classically
determined sample size nC and ng. The weight f(0 5 f 5 1) the auditor
gives to his prior information 3s the extent to which he 'dares' to
lean on his subjective prior knowledge.
Using nC(this year)- log B ~log(1-p ) and
nC(last year)- log B~~log(1-p~), we get:
n- nC(this year) - f nC(last year).
A numerical example, which will be referred to in section 4.2.3, shows
an audítor who decides to use this year B-0.05 and p-0.58 (classical
binomial sample size 598), while last years' sample wás 299 with B~-
0.05 and p~-18. (Please ignore why the auditor suddenly halves his
materíalíty: these figures are just handy to explain the model.)
Assume the auditor has taken f-408. The BDS-sample size will be:
p -0.58 B~-0.05, p~ -18 classical 'Bayesian
Bó -0.05 s-299, f-0.40 sample gain'
n- 598 - 0.4 ~ 299 - 598 - 119 - 479
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4.2.3 On the choice of the factor f
The value of f(the stability of the accounting process) ís to be cho-
sen by the audítor, quantifying the predictive power of hís results
from previous audit activities for this year's audit results. Therefo-
re, we have build a three-step procedure to gather the necessary infor-
mation from the audit process, and incorporated this procedure in the
Touche Ross Nederland audit process UNICON and íts computer assisted
audit pianning system COCON. This procedure is fully laid down in a
manual for internal use. In short, the three steps consist of:
1. The audít expert system COCON contains a database with potentíal
errors for each audit objective. All possible measures of AO~IC
are specified, and the auditor evaluates theír design, theír pre-
sence and their functioning. Not every measure of internal control
ís necessary, but the combination of individual measures should be
sufficient to give the auditor an opinion on the reliance on in-
ternal control. The database also contaíns audit expert's opinions
on how to weigh these measures, which are called CEM (Control
Evaluation Model)-scores.
In the first step, the auditor establishes the maximum value of f
based on the sum of these CEM-scores.
2. In the next step, the auditor goes through a checklist of items
describing symptoms of the AO~IC that may lead to deductions of
the established maximum value of f.
3. Before performing the audit sample, the auditor needs an ínstru-
ment to validate the a priori added subjective information that
has reduced the necessary sample size. Of course, it is impossible
to valídate the notion of 'weight given to príor knowledge' or
'weight given to last year's sample results'. What can be done, ís
validating the consequences of a specific choice of f. To show
this, we use the example mentioned above. As we can see, the con-
sequence of choosing f-0.40 is that the auditor has implicitly
decided that a sample of 119 items is errorless, without having
actually audited these items this year. In other words: last
year's audit sample results and the evaluation of this year's
AO~IC have given the auditor a'professional judgement' that makes
him (958) sure that the error fraction in this year's population
will not exceed 2.58 (the 958-upper limit for p resulting from a
sample of 119 with 0 errors). In this case the auditor's choice of
f is validated by asking him:
'if you want to know (with 958 certainty) whether the error
fraction is below 0.59, do you dear to lean on your advance
knowledge and professional judgement that it is (with 95B
certainty) below 2.58 ?'
Of course, a specific f will not always result ín the same impli-
citly chosen upper limit for p: this upper limit not only depends
on f, but also on last year's sample size.
Apart from the índivídual auditor, other parties are concerned ín the
validation of the use of prior information. One of those is the audi-
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tor's firm, that carries out mutual quality control on the performances
of individual auditors. Furthermore, the audit firm might use the col-
lective validatíon of all applications to readjust the procedure lea-
ding to the 'f-values'.
In retrospect, each índividual application of this method can be vali-
dated. This very argument was the most important reason for Touche Ross
Nederland to replace the much-criticized Audit Assurance Model for
Bayesian Discovery Sampling. In the example above, this validation can
be carried out by the following reasoning. The auditor has taken a
sample of 479 items, and evaluated it as if it were 598 items. If one
wants to know whether this decision has been made on justified grounds,
the obvious thing one can do is to audit as yet those lacking 119
items!
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